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if ' Throughout history, religions have tradi- subject, their questions are usually quite _~ n
T. tionally published summaries of their basic - diverse They range from “Why is Scientology
-i; principles in catechism form. The following called a religion?” and “What is the difference
'_ ~ __ ;~chapter ewil_l__an§were some of ~ the ~~ most Joetfleenbianefim and'Scientology?” to “Who
L_ ‘ commonly asked questions people have was L Ron Hubbard?” to “What is the E-Meter
1
1 '\_ H about the fundamentals of Dianetics, and and_how..doesitwork?”"- -- . - -_ e . A
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_ Scientology. " ‘ These questions, and many others, are
When individuals first hear about the answered in the following pages. '
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Scientology does not conflict with other
‘religions or other religious practices.
Quite often Scientology church members
rekindle a greater interest than ever in the
subject of religions-including the one of
their birth. ~

What does Scientology have_tQ say
about Christianity?

Scientologists hold the Bible as a holy
work and have no argument with the Chris-
tian belief that Jesus Christ was the Savior of
Mankind and the Son of God. We share
Christ’s goals for man’s achievement of wis-
dom, good health and immortality. Christi-
anity is among the faiths studied by
Scientology ministerial students.
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There are probably many types of
redemption. That of @'i_s_t__was_ to heaven.
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Is man a spirit?

Yes. Here’s a short exercise you can do to
findout for yourself.

Close your eyes and get a picture of a cat
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ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS

God, each person attains his own certainty
as to who God is and exactly what God
means to him. The author of the universe
exists. How God is symbolized or mani-
fested is up to each individual to find for
himself.

In his book Science of Survival, L. Ron
Hubbard writes: “No culture in the history
of the world, save the thoroughly
depraved and expiring ones, has failed to
affirm the existence of a‘Sup?eme Being.
It is an empirical observation that men
without a strong and lasting faith in a
Supreme Being are less capable, less ethi-
cal and less valuable to themselves and
society. . . ., A man without- an abiding
faith is, by observation alone, more of a
thing than a man.”

Can’t God be the only one to help
man? .

Scientologists take the maxim quite to
heart that God helps those who help
themselves. They believe that each person
has the answers to the mysteries of life; all
he requires is awareness of these answers,
and this is ‘what, Scie_nto_logyh_el_ps a_ per-

Done? _ C if if C all "son achieve. Man is accustomed to asking

That which is looking at that cat is you,
a spirit. ‘

How does one know man is a spirit?
It is a matter that each individual must

examine for himself. Scientologists believe
man is more than a mind and body and that
it is he, himself, the spirit, who can control
his mind and body.

Do you think your body would do any-
thing by itself if it were not guided by you,
the being?

What is the Scientology concept of
God?

The Church has no dogma concerning
God, and each person’s concept is probably
different. As a person becomes more aware
of himself, others, the environment and

for pat answers. Scientology requires that
the person thinks for himself and thus help
himself become more intelligent, happy
and healthy.

Does Scientology believe in C
brotherly love?

Yes, and perhaps goes a step further.
L Ron Hubbard wrote that “To love is the
road to strength. To love in spite of all is the
secret of greatness. And may very well be
the greatest secret in this universe.”

Why do Scientologists want to help
people? in

For several héasons. First, because
Scientologists themselves have been helped
enormously--and they want others to share
the same successes. Second, Scientologists"
understand that life is not lived alone. An
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